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"The BPC (beauty and personal care) accessories market
experienced gains in 2017 (est), driven by strong consumer
interest and increased availability of make-up brushes and

sponges. Going forward, brands can nurture interest by
positioning themselves as experts and providing women
with the tools they need to confidently apply make-up."

- Margie Nanninga, Beauty & Personal Care
Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Topical products outpace BPC accessory sales
• Price-conscious shoppers make it hard to differentiate offerings
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People turn to mass merchandisers, drug stores for BPC accessories

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
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Make-up Accessories Usage and Frequency
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Online, specialty retailers make an impact

One in 10 users have not purchased a BPC accessory in the past year
Figure 35: Retailers shopped, April 2017
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Figure 36: Select retailers shopped, by gender, April 2017

Younger adults shop around, older adults stick to mass merchandisers, drug stores
Figure 37: Select retailers shopped, by age, April 2017

Figure 38: Select retailers shopped, by race and Hispanic origin, April 2017

Adults are price-conscious when shopping for BPC accessories

Women most engaged when shopping for make-up accessories

In their words

Design, material hold weight for bath, hair accessories

Research, advertising hold minimal importance
Figure 39: Correspondence analysis – Purchase influencers, April 2017

Figure 40: Purchase influencers, April 2017

Methodology

Younger women are more discerning shoppers
Figure 41: Purchase influencers for make-up accessories, by age, April 2017

Hispanics looks for value, Black women less engaged in shopping
Figure 42: Purchase influencers for make-up accessories, by race/Hispanic origin, April 2017

Many women are unfamiliar with non-disposable make-up sponges

Negative perceptions challenge sales

Bright spots: sponges are good for liquid make-up, natural looks
Figure 43: Attitudes toward non-disposable make-up sponges, April 2017

Younger women more familiar with blender sponges
Figure 44: Select attitudes toward non-disposable make-up sponges, by age, April 2017

Hispanics hold mixed feelings about blender sponges
Figure 45: Select attitudes toward non-disposable make-up sponges, by race/Hispanic origin, April 2017

Infrequent replacement, fear of germs hinder sales but signal opportunity
Figure 46: Attitudes regarding germs and replacement toward BPC accessories, April 2017

Few consumers seek innovations and information, highlighting functional market
Figure 47: Attitudes regarding learning and innovations for BPC accessories, April 2017

Younger Millennials seek information, interested in innovations
Figure 48: Select attitudes toward BPC accessories, by Millennial generation, April 2017

Hispanic women enjoy learning about make-up brushes

Purchase Influencers

Attitudes toward Non-disposable Make-up Sponges

Attitudes toward Beauty and Personal Care Accessories
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Figure 49: Attitudes toward learning about make-up brushes, by all, Hispanic, and Black consumers, April 2017
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Figure 55: MULO sales of make-up brushes and accessories, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2016 and 2017
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